














































Testimony of Michael E. Keller, Co-Chair ATMIA Government Relations Committee, 

To the NYC Council Committee on Consumer Affairs 

Regarding NYC Council Intro 1406-2016 

January 12, 2017 

 

 Re:  Int 1406-2016: Requiring certain security measures at nonbank ATM 

Good morning, Chairman Espinal and members of the Committee.  Thank you for the opportunity to 

testify today on Intro 1406 related to ATM safety.   

My name is Michael Keller.  I am Co-Chair of the Government Relations Council of the ATM Industry 

Association (the “ATMIA”).  ATMIA is an independent, non-profit trade association,  engaged 

in non-competitive promotion of the ATM industry.  Its mission is to promote ATM 

convenience, growth and usage worldwide; to protect the ATM ind ustry's assets, interests, 

good name and public trust; and to provide education, best practices, political voice and 

networking opportunities for member organizations.  Those members include  scores of 

merchants and ATM service vendors in the greater New York City area.  

I am here to raise ATMIA’s concerns regarding Intro 1406-2016 and to offer you our 

assistance in regard to a better understanding of the ATM industry.   

It is our understanding that the impetus for this legislation is to curtail or eliminate  the 

skimming of ATMs.  When an ATM transaction is skimmed, the skimmer obtains only the 

card number and, if a video recorder is also installed, the consumer’s P IN.  With this data, 

skimmers can create a counterfeit debit  card (commonly known as a ‘white’ card) that can 

then be used at another ATM located anywhere in the world to make a cash withdrawal.   

However, it is important to note that the captured or skimmed data is insufficient to enable 

the skimmer to steal the identity of the cardholder or to use  the cardholder’s credit for his  

or her benefit.  Further, if a consumer’s ATM debit card is skimmed and thereafter a white 

card is used to withdraw cash from the consumer’s account , federal regulations (commonly 

known as ‘Reg E’) require the consumer’s bank to refund in full the wrongfully dispensed 

cash so long as the cardholder submits a request to their financial institution within sixty 

(60) days of the transaction.  

Of course, skimming also takes place at other electronic payment platforms suc h as gas 

station pumps, point-of-sale terminals, and even in restaurants and other retail 

establishments where portable skimming devices are deployed.  ATMIA supports the 

Council’s goal of defeating  skimming.  However, skimming is a national  and international 

problem that requires a national/international approach.  To date, the electronic payments 

industry has implemented many anti -skimming measures, such as EMV technology, PIN 

shields, physical inspection of ATMs, anti -skimming mechanisms, monitoring, and 

education.  The ATMIA has supported these measures through the publication of ‘Best 

Protection’ education materials and is continuing to seek out other opportunities to defeat 

skimming.  We appreciate the Council’s interest in this issue and offer our comments to 

your proposed legislation.  
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  To facilitate your review, our comments regarding the proposed legislation follow the 

order of the seven sections of the legislation. 

 Section 20-699.7 Definitions .  At this time, the ATMIA has no comments 

regarding the six (6) defined terms in this section.  We reserve the right to submit further  

comments should additional definitions or if new or revised provisions  are added to the 

proposed legislation. 

 Section 20-699.8 Placement Agreement .   ATMIA agrees that a written placement 

agreement should be in place with regard to each nonbank ATM.  In fact, it is our 

understanding that virtually 100% of nonbank ATMs are covered and affected by a written 

placement agreement.  We do have concerns regarding Subsection 2 (Placement of 

nonbank ATM) of this section.  Specifically, we do not believe it is necessary for 

Subsection 2 to require that the placement agreement “shall identify the specific point 

within the location or premise.”  In the vast majori ty of placement agreements and in 

particular within the greater NYC area, the location or premises on which a nonbank ATM 

is placed is usually a relatively small space, i.e. a few hundred square feet.  For that 

reason, ATMIA does not believe that the placement agreement needs to “identify the 

specific point”, but only to refer to the address at which the ATM is to be located.  

Section 20-699.9 Security measures . With regard to Subsection ‘a’ (Surveillance 

camera), the ATMIA is confused by the phrase “all per sons entering a nonbank ATM 

located within the interior of a building”.   Since no one can ‘enter’ a nonbank ATM, we 

respectfully submit that this phrase should state:  “all persons entering the establishment 

at which a nonbank ATM is installed .”    

With that suggested clarification, the ATMIA believes that a merchant who has installed 

an ATM within the interior of the business need not have a surveillance camera focused on 

the ATM.  If NYC sees fit that all retail establishments must have a video camera 

recording each customer entering or leaving that establishment without regard to the 

presence of an ATM, the ATMIA has no objection to such a measure; but does object to 

targeting only those merchants that have a nonbank ATM within their premises.   Aside 

from the frequency of inspection, we also have concerns about “inspections” being 

conducted by people who are not trained to detect the evolving technologies used by 

professional criminals to harvest ATM card information.  Accordingly, w e do not believe 

surveillance cameras focusing on the ATM will have a material deterrent effect on 

skimming activities, which is done primarily by well-trained gangs.  

With regard to the ‘Adequate lighting’ provisions of this section, the ATMIA reserves its 

comments until such time when we are able to consult with ‘lighting’ professionals or 

technicians who can explain to us what, if any, special equipment, may be required to 

satisfy the prescribed lighting requirements.  

The “periodic inspection” requirement set forth in Subsection ‘c’ is very problematic.  

Setting the ‘minimum frequency’ of inspection at once every 24 hours is very onerous.   It 
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suggests that any merchant who wants to do more than the ‘minimum’ will  be inspecting 

the ATM more than once every 24 hours—perhaps hourly.   

The term “ATM” stands for an ‘automated teller machine’.  The economic viability of an 

ATM is derived from its ‘automated’ nature.  Requiring a merchant or a distributor to 

inspect the ATM at least daily severely increases  the cost of operating that ATM.  For that 

reason, we request that the frequency of ATM inspections be changed to ‘each time the 

ATM is replenished with cash or otherwise receives any maintenance service.   

We have no objection with the requirement that if a skimming device is discovered, that it 

be reported to the local police precinct.  

Section 20-699.10 Exemptions. We do not understand why ATMs owned or operated by 

or for a federal or state bank are exempted from this legislation.  Those ATMs suffer as 

much, if not more so, to skimming attacks than nonbank ATMs.  To exempt them from this 

legislation provides them a competitive advantage over nonbank ATM owners/operators.  

Section 20-699.11 Banking regulations. Please see our comment to Section 20-699-10. 

Section 20-699.12 Penalties.  Predicated on the adoption of our recommendations set 

forth above, ATMIA has no comments on the proposed penalties.  

Section 20-699.13 Rules and regulations. No comment.  

Section 2—Date law takes effect .  Since virtually all nonbank ATM placement 

agreements are currently covered by written ATM placement agreements and there are 

several thousand such agreements that will be covered by this proposed legislation, 

ATMIA respectfully suggests that the effective  date of this proposal be not less than one 

year after enactment so as to allow sufficient time for the thousands of affected merchants 

and ATM distributors to comply with the terms thereof.  

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to provide our testimony.  We look forward to 

working with you to protect all consumers.  I am available to answer any questions you 

may have.   
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